
Excel Basics – Week 3



Excel Basics

• basics of using a 
spreadsheet

• basic formatting

• basic formulas

• Autofill

• sorting and filtering

• Printing

• Graphs

• Mail Merge.

What we will cover:



To calculate the amount of GST to 
be added to an exclusive price

• Multiply the figure by 0.15 to get the GST amount only, 
Then add to the original figure to get the full GST inclusive 
amount. 

• OR multiply by 1.15 to get the full amount with GST 
included. 

Example:
Value of Goods $1,500.00
GST at 15% $225.00 (1500 x 0.15)
Total Price $1,725.00 (1500 x 1.15)



If you don’t have a calculator 
here’s how to work out 15%:

1. Calculate 10% by dropping off the last 
dollar digit, rounding as necessary. 

2. Calculate 5% by halving the 10% figure 
already calculated. 

3. Add the 10% figure and the 5% figure 
together. 

E.g.
10% of $1,500.00 = $150.00 
5% of $1,500.00 = 1⁄2 of $150.00 = $75.00 
10% + 5% = $150.00 + $75.00 = $225.00 



To calculate the GST component 
of an inclusive price:

Multiply the figure by 3, then divide by 23. 

OR divide by 7.66666666. 

Example 1: Example 2:
Value of goods $1,725.00 Value of goods $1,725.00 

1725.00 x 3 = 5175.00 1725 / 7.66666666 = 225.00 

5175.00 / 23 = 225.00 





If you want to find the formulas 
used in an existing table…



Exercise 3
Drinks Survey

Create a spreadsheet using the following information. You 
have been asked to prepare a spreadsheet using the results 
of a survey on the types of fizzy drinks people prefer. 3000 
people were asked what their favourite fizzy drink is, and 
what their next preference would be if their favourite was not 
available.



Enter the raw data below, applying as many presentation 
Features (Font, Font Size, Font Colour, Number Formats 
and Colour, Cell Shading, Text Rotation, etc) to it as you 
wish. 



Drink 1st Preference 2nd Preference
Pepsi 342 403

Coca Cola 359 367
7Up 238 290
Lift 215 190

Mountain Dew 321 311
Fanta 103 80

Ginger Beer 180 380
Leed Lemonade 217 120

Lemonade 215 105
L&P 425 414

Vanilla Coke 203 67
Don't Knows 182 273



• Apply appropriate number formats to your numbers

• Centre your spreadsheet horizontally on the page

• Give your spreadsheet an appropriate title and centre it 
across your spreadsheet

• Select the best page orientation for your spreadsheet

• Adjust the column width and row height to suit the layout 
you have selected



• Change the colour and thickness of the borders around 
your spreadsheet



• Create formulas to calculate the percentage of the total 
number of people surveyed that preferred a specific fizzy 
drink as their first preference

• Create formulas to calculate the percentage of the total 
number of people surveyed that preferred a specific fizzy 
drink as their second preference



Calculating percentages

Divide your number by the total number, and times by 100

• To do this in our example, we need to calculate a total by 
summing the First Preference column.

• Add a column, and label it First Preference %



Inserting columns
• Select the column to the right of where you want the new 

column to be placed

• Click insert

• A column will be inserted to the left of the column 
selected.



• Or choose the drop down menu with the arrow to select 
what you want to insert.

• Excel will automatically put a column to the left of your 
cursor or a row above your cursor.



• In the first cell of the Preference % column, add a formula
1st preference/ Total preference

e.g.B3/B16
• Format the column to % and it will automatically show 

them as %



• Copy the formula down the column - what 
do you notice happening to the numbers?

• Select one of the cells and read the 
formula – which cells is it selecting?

• To keep the total cell in one place without 
moving, we need to create an Absolute 
Reference



Absolute Reference

• When you copy formulas across or down using autofill, 
the cell references in the formula will change accordingly.

• An absolute cell reference is used when you want a cell 
reference to stay fixed on a specific cell. Use a $ sign in 
front of each letter and number e.g. $A$1.



For our example, the formula should look like this…



Notice if you select any cell further down the column, it is still divided 
by the Total Cell, in this case B16. The $ symbols stop it moving.

Now copy the formula down the column

Now repeat this process for the 2nd Preference %







Solving a problem with a 
spreadsheet

The Music Box





Create a spreadsheet with this data.

When creating the sum formula, we are going to write 
this as a range:

=SUM(B4:B7)

B4 indicates the start of the range, : indicates ‘to’, B7 is 
the end of the range

Solution created manually



Complete all the other formulas, writing the formula using ranges



Using Excel as a 
database



What is a flat file 
database?

A flat file database is really a list manager with some 
sophisticated searching and sorting capabilities built in.  The 
flat file database function in Excel can be used to sort and 
manipulate large lists of text information.



You already use many 
databases

Even though you are unaware of it, many databases are 
encountered in our daily lives. A shopping list is an example 
of a tiny database.  Contacts list is a simple database.  The 
‘Yellow Pages’ are an example of a larger database.  There 
is a computer program behind the storage of all that 
information, although we mostly use them in a ‘manual’ 
(printed) sense.



Why use a database on a 
computer?

A database program on a computer offers many advantages 
over a manual database.  If you were restricted to ‘manual’ 
methods and wanted to find a list of hairdressers in your 
suburb, you would look for it in the ‘Yellow Pages’.  This can 
be time consuming.

If however, Yellow Pages was an electronic database, you 
could start the application on a computer, type in 
hairdresser and suburb, and a list of all hairdressers in that 
suburb would appear.



The ability of the database to respond to a specific query 
and find the information  from a vast array of information 
and display it quickly, is it’s real strength.

Using Excel you can apply ‘filters’ to narrow down the 
information so you only view hairdressers in the area of your 
choice.



• The database layout consists of rows and columns and is 
called a table.

• Each  row in a database table is called a record. A record 
contains a set of related information.

• Each column in the table is called a field. A field contains 
only 1 type of information.



Exercise
Yellow Pages

Open the existing spreadsheet Yellow Pages and format it to 
look like the example below.

You will need to apply:

• Merge and centre main heading

• Cell formats - text bold and larger font size to headings

• Cell formats - fill colour and borders

• Landscape orientation, fit to 1 page

• Centred horizontally and vertically





Sorting

Click on the business name column

On the Data tab, click on the Sort A to Z button:

The list will now be sorted by business name in alphabetical 
order from A to Z.



If you want more than one level of sorting e.g. sort by 
category, then business name, use the Sort button. Click on 
the Add Level button to add a second level criteria.



Filtering

If your list is quite large, you may want to view or print only 
particular records e.g. all hairdressers in Pahiatua



Click anywhere in the column that you want to filter.Click on 
the Data tab, Filter button.  You will notice drop down 
arrows appear on each of your field titles.

• Click on the drop down arrow for Town, and uncheck 
(Select All), then click to check only Pahiatua

• Click on the drop down arrow for Business Category, 
check only Hairdressers.



Your list will now only show the list of Hairdressers in 
Pahiatua.

To show all records again, recheck (select all) in the drop 
down lists.



Understand error values
• ##### The column is not wide enough to display the 

content. Increase column width, shrink contents to fit the 
column, or apply a different number format. 

• #REF! A cell reference is not valid. Cells may have been 
deleted or pasted over. 

• #NAME? You may have misspelled a function name. 

Cells with errors such as #NAME? may display a color triangle. If 
you click the cell, an error button        appears to give you some 
error correction options 


